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Department/Service Name Ext . D /S

COMPUTER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT Bob Mainero BGTE 5357 50-454

Operations Support
Hardware Coordinator

Data Communications Support**

Public Support ( user areas)

Computer Operations Manager

Computer Operators

Remote Operator (WRIP)

Remote Operator (Wilsonville )

Dawn Vance

Jeff Mulick

Mary Ann Feeback

Jeff Mulick

Gayle Monroe

staff

Mary Ann Feeback

Craig Willcox

BGTE 4600

BGTE 4600

BGTE 4600

BGTE 4600

BGTE 5104

BGTE 5104

WR 1917

WI 3037

50-454

50–454

50-454

50–454

50-454

50–454

92-675

63-397

Systems and Data Base Management

User Numbers/CSC Manuals

Systems Project Leader

Systems Programmers /Analysts

Data Base & Utility Project Leader

Data Base Programmers

Andy Davidson

Georgene Kayfes

Ken Hadfield

staff

Glen Fullmer

staff

BGTE 7668

BGTE 6870

BGTE 7668

BGTE 7668

BGTE 5833

BGTE 5833

50-454

50-454

50-454

50-454

50-454

50-454

Network Development

Network Project Leader

UNIX Support Project Leader

Bob Mainero

Tim Fallon

Greg Harris

BGTE 5357

BGTE 5714

BGTE 5102

50-454

50-454

50–454

Technical Communications Manager

CSC INTERFACE Editor

Component News Editor

ManuFACTuring Editor

SEMINARS Editor

Tektronix Sourcebook Editor

HELP file maintenance

WRITEUP file maintenance

Carolyn Schloetel

Rich Isakson

Jacquie Calame

Mike Quigley

Lola Janes

Jacquie Calame

Nancy Peate

Cliff Morgan

BGTE 4855

BGTE 4945

BGTE 6867

BGTE 6867

BGTE 6867

BGTE 6867

BGTE 6244

BGTE 6244

58-122

58-122

58-122

58-122

58-122

58-122

58-122

58-122

Applications Support Manager

User Assistance , LOBARB

Statistical Programs

Graphics , IMSL , VARIAN

Process Simulation

N5500 , PERT

Imants Golts

Paul Hoefling

Carol Golding

Kurt Krueger

Imants Golts

John Burley

BGTE 4675

BGTE 4004

BGTE 5976

BGTE 5976

BGTE 4675

BGTE 4675

50-454

50-454

50-454

50-454

50-454

50-454

MICROPROCESSOR SUPPORT MANAGER

Portable High Level Languages
Microprocessor Software

Microprocessor Hardware

Lynn Saunders

Lynn Carter

Sue Anne Smith

Ferrous Steinka

WR 1910

WR 1793

WR 1890

WR 1920

92-134

92-134

92-134

92-134

CAD/CAM DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
4081 CAD Stations

Automated Routing ( ECB Design )
Circuit Simulation

Component Library

Mechanical CAD/CAM Support

Ron Bohlman

Jim Murphy

Roger Bonzer

Graeme Boyle

Phil White

Barry Ratihn

TC 221

TC 228

TC 225

BGTE 5866

TC 226

BGTE 7789

41-386

41-386

41-386

50–454

41-386

50-454

**For Telecommunications repair, call Beaverton DanRay , ext.5040
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COMMUNICATION

PROBLEMS
VARIAN - AGAIN ?

Remember in the last issue , when we told

you that the VARIAN printer/plotter was all

fixed? Well ... er... ah ... by the time the paper

was printed , it was broken again !

Data communications to the Cyber is one
function of the Computer Science Center that

is common to all users . When everything is
running properly the network of modems ,
multiplexers and all other communications

hardware and software is mostly transparent

to the user . But when problems arise from time

to time nobody is safe from the frustration of a
dead line or transmission errors .

This is to announce that as of this writing ,

the VARIAN is again fully functional . They

seem to have finally found the real problem ,

and our confidence level is now quite high .
Give it a try .

Users should notify telecommunications

repair (Beav . DR 5040) immediately when
problems occur. They provide quick response
to trouble calls and normallly can restore

service on a same day or next day basis .

The VARIAN really produces a good

printout for Xeroxing (upper /lower case) and

good graphics with much faster turn around

than CALCOMP. See HELP, VARIAN for more
information .

In certain situations the resolution to a

problem may not be obvious , but in fact may be

extremely difficult to determine . This is when

the patience and co-operation of the affected

user becomes critical to the repair technician .

2no AnnuAL CYBER

PASCAL

USER'S MEETING

From the user standpoint it is frustrating
and time consuming to report the same

problem time and time again . But when dealing

with intermittent problems this information

may be all that a technician has to workwith . As

components in a system are swapped out , user
feedback in the form of trouble calls is

essential to determine if the problem was
really solved .

DATE : Monday, December 8 , 1980

TIME: 1:30 – 3:30 PM

PLACE: Building 50 Auditorium

The co -operation of all users is paramount

for early problem detection and correction .

The following procedures only take a few

minutes and will help expedite the repair

process:

This year the presentation will focus on the
new PASCAL compilers available , when they
will replace the current compiler, and the
amount of effort needed to convert programs
to run with the new compilers . PASCAL tools
added in the last year will also be showcased .

and all1 Report any

IMMEDIATELY .
problems...

2 - If transmission errors are a problem , make a

hard copy if possible and write on it the time ,

date , port logged onto and any other relevant
information .

The primary purpose of the CYBER
PASCAL user's meeting , however , is for you to
let us know what we can do to make CYBER
PASCAL a better tool for software develop
ment . What happens to PASCAL on the
CYBER affects you ; it is important that you , the
user , have an opportunity to help decide what
those changes will be .

3- Keep reporting problems every time they

occur , even if it appears to be the same

problem several times in the same day .

By following these guidelines we can all
help each other resolve Data Communication

problems .
Scott Trappe
WR-1717
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VAX 01/750Add one part SDRC

and one part GENRAD .

Stir in 3 or 4 pieces

of MEG . Simmer slowly

and you get ....

CULLAM

10

M

S

MEC121

అంత

ATHENA
USAASON

ATHENA is a computer project being

developed by the Mechanical CAD /CAM

group in Wilsonville , which came into being
late in 1979 .

have access to all relevant information , and

that information will be the same for everyone.

The primary objective of this project is to

support the mechanical CAD/CAM activities

within the company , with the Terminals and

Display business unit being their first test

group .

The process involved in using ATHENA

takes in many people , all of whom access this

design file , which will contain all the infor

mation on the component to be built (see

Figure 1 ) . This process starts with the design

engineer .

So what's the big deal? There are a lot of

CAD/CAM projects around these days ... right?

Not like this one ! Jim Carden , project leaderfor

ATHENA, says , “ There may be many systems
available for the individual CAD/CAM

functions , but none that can do what ATHENA

can : integration of all CAD /CAM functions into

one complete system . "

The design engineer enters the initial data ,

creating a mathematical model of the com
ponent . The model is then subjected to

software analysis to see if it will work the way it

was intended . When the engineer is satisfied ,

the file is permitted to the drafting department.

The draftsperson then creates a blueprint ,

adding new information , such as dimensions

and title block. When the blueprint has been

approved , the file is then passed on to the

model shop .

While Carden's people are supporting the

existing CAD elements , they are also estab
lishing automated manufacturing systems .

These systems follow the NPI functions of

design , drafting , modeling , analysis and

testing .

The model shop will add any necessary
information as is required to make NC tapes to

run the automated equipment , then proceeds

to construct a prototype of the component .
The one thing that allows an automated

manufacturing system of this sort to work is

something refered to as the " design file

concept." What that means , is that everyone
associated with the product development will

This prototype is then subjected to rigorous

testing to see if it will indeed hold up to the

same specifications as used in the software

analysis stage . If it doesn't , the whole cyclewill
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Only if specs are notmet

Software Model Dynamic Central
Design Drafting

Analysis Shop Testing Mfg .

Design

File
Product

Development

Cycle

Figure 1. Stages in Automated Manufacturing System

be repeated until it does. When it does meet all

specs, the file is permitted to Central Manu

facturing.

shop is being supported with a stand - alone

MEG 131 system . Beaverton will eventually be

linked via microwave (Network ) to the VAX and

design file in Wilsonville .

Central Manufacturing will in turn produce

new NC tapes to run the automated equipment

in their area and start routine production on

the new component .

There are currently two systems in use by

Tim Bacon's group in Central Manufacturing

(Bldg. 16 ), supporting eight to 10 NC pro

rammers, who create the tapes for the auto

mated equipment which makes sheet-metal

items . Soon to be supported will be the mills

and machining centers .

To use ATHENA, a minimum configuration

would consist of a 4014 terminal with access

to some central processing power and the

design file . A larger configuration might con
sist of several terminals and/or other devices

all connected to a central processor and

design file .

According to Carden , " Access to CYBER for

number crunching is vital to our future plans."

Using CYBER for number crunching (see

Network article , last issue) will keep the VAX

free to meet the needs of interactive graphics .The present system configuration consists

of MEG 121 terminals connected to the VAX,

which is the central processor . This is also

accessed from other terminals . The model

For more information , contact Jim Carden ,

ext. WI - 3510 .

SPSS USERS

SPSS Version 8 and ZSIPS (the new version of SIPS) now reside on PN=PFSHARE. To use

these , type :

ATTACH ,SPSS /UN = STAT ,PN = PFSHARE

ATTACH ,ZSIPS /UN = STAT,PN = PFSHARE
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PROGRAMMING EFFICIENCY

Reducing Memory

Installment Two

by

Kurt Krueger

The last article mentioned a rather painless

method of reducing memory requirements - a

one line change to reduce I/O buffer sizes. Any

other method requires more work on the part

of the programmer. However, very high gains

can sometimes result .

How big is too big? This depends entirely on

the characteristics of the program . For inter

active programs , the smaller the better. For

batch programs that run after midnight , the

size is not too important . A general guideline

for interactive programs is that they should run

in under 100K. The scheduling algorithm has

breaks at every 20K , and a big break occurs at

100K . Smaller programs have priority over

large ones .

There is a separate set of subroutines that are

used for free form 1/0 (PRINT * , ... ) and

formatted 1/0 . Savings can be made if a

program uses one exclusively instead of both .

It should be noted that READ and PRINT

(WRITE) have separate sets , so a combination

of free form READ and formatted WRITE does

save some memory over mixing free form and

formatted for both .

Memory requirements actually consist of

two separate parts: some for code and some

for variables . Different techniques are used for

reducing each part of the memory require

ments . A CYBER computer has a relatively

small amount of memory , but each word of

memory is large (60 bits) . Because of this, code

(instructions) can be as dense as four instruc

tions per word , but each variable or array

element still takes a whole word . It is more

typical to run out of storage because of

variable storage rather than code (program

storage ) .

Another way to limit features involves

applications packages . It is not uncommon for

some features of these to take a large amount

of memory. An example of this exists in the

PLOT library. The AGII (Advanced Graphics)

portion takes much more memory than the

TCS (Terminal Control System) portion . Much

memory can be saved if the problem lends

itself well to TCS .

Now, on with this issue's hints ....
Use Optimizing Features of

Compilers

Limit Features

Most features of a language are imple

mented via subroutine calls . One can elim

inate some of these subroutines by not using

certain features of a language if another

feature will serve just as well . An example of

this would be the FORTRAN 1/0 routines .

Compilers typically have several modes of

operation . They involve : quick compilation , no

optimization ; optimize for run time; and

optimize for minimum memory . FTN only

concerns itself with run time optimization , but

a side effect of this almost invariably reduces

the memory requirements as well .
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Share Memory

In a large program , it is , again , not un

common to discover that as a program

executes , certain arrays or variables become

" dead ; " that is , they are no longer used by the

code . An example is a program that : Reads

data into array 1 ; Processes intermediate

results into array 2 ; Computes final answers

into array 3. It may be discovered that once the

intermediate results are computed , that array

1 is never used again . Array 1 could be reused

for the final answer.

This can not be done simply , but a few

things can be done to approach this . One is to

have two versions of a program ; one set up for

large problems and one set up for " normal"

problems. Another is to set up a CCL pro
cedure that modifies the source code (or a few

subroutines), compiles , links with any libraries ,
then executes . The drawback to this method is

that the array size must be known before the

program is executed and before the program

even sees the input data . A more elegant ( and
much more difficult) method is to use the

features of CMM (Common Memory Manager)
to allocate array space as the program needs

it . This method is only recommended to the

stout of heart, who have a touch of masochism

in them .

Reusing an array of variables can take two

forms in FORTRAN : one is to simply reuse the

name , the other is to use EQUIVALENCE

statements . The EQUIVALENCE statement

allows the program to refer to the same

storage by different names . Using this state

ment , as opposed to simply reusing the

original array name , allows the programmer to

use variables with better mnemonic signif

icance , or makes the job of retrofitting shared

storage easier .

Break up the Program

Many programs can be broken up into

several sequential steps. If each of these steps

can be written as a separate program which

communicates with the others via disk files , a

significant amount of memory can be saved .

This is especially useful if different steps use

large applications packages. Breaking it up

properly would only require one large package

to be present at any given time.

External Storage

At times , it is not necessary to have all the

data or results in memory at the same time . The

use of some kind of an external device , such as

a disk file , for temporary storage can be very

useful . There is a penalty for using something

like a disk, in that the device is slow compared

to memory . They are very useful in two cases ,

however. The first is when the data is just too

voluminous to all fit in memory . The second is

when only a few passes need to be made over

the data .

This breaking up can be done with little

penalty , as a procedure file can be written to

execute the programs in sequence , so the

user never needs to deal with them separately .

Segmentation /Overlays
Some systems have faster external de

vices, such as fixed head disks or larger solid

state memories . An extended memory is

available for CDC, but unfortunately, we don't

have it.

Both of these methods involve the sharing

of the same memory between different sub

routines . Segments are documented in the

CYBER Loader Manual and Overlays are

documented in the FTN version 4 Manual .

Expandable Programs

Many times it is necessary to dimension

arrays for a "worst case ” problem . In most

cases , the program will not use all that storage

and could be made smaller if a way could be

found to change the array sizes at run time .

Segmentation is by far the easiest to use

because it requires no changes to the pro

gram . One merely tells the loader which

subroutines you want to share memory with

each other and the rest is automatic. This is

subject, naturally , to a few restrictions . See the

manuals for further information .
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A PAGE FROM

THE SPELL BOOK

by Paul Hoefling

Batch Jobs

Thaumaturgical greetings , all you out there

in CYBER land . This issue of " The Spell Book "

will discuss a class of incantations wherein the

conjuror need not wait upon the pleasures of

the machine before another spell may be cast .

This class of incantations is variously called

batch jobs , SUBMIT jobs , or background jobs .

and the job heading file looks like :

BCKGRND .

USER , < user number> , < password> .

CHARGE , < resp cc> , < project number> .

SETTL ,77777B .

SETSL, 77777B .

RFL, 30000 .

By judicious use of these incantations , it is

possible to invoke the spirits of CDC in your

behalf to both conjure in a more efficacious

manner , and at the same time, reduce the

amount of money spent to perform a given

function .

To make use of this technique , the sorcerer

must create a file containing the spell . The first

few lines of the incantation must contain the

job name , user number , password , and charge

numbers . This enables the system demon to

know which account to use to fetch and store

the requisite files .

Note that by using the PM , OWL , or WE

options on the first line of the batch incan

tation , the system demon may be placed in a

state of suspended animation and

commanded to awaken on swing shift , grave

ard , or on the weekend respectively , and do

the bidding of the sorcerer .

I have a procedure file and a file containing

my user number, password , etc. , which allow

me to make easy use of this class of spell .

The procedure file looks like :

Once this file has been created , it must be

given to the system demon to perform . This is

accomplished by the use of the SUBMIT

statement . The output and dayfile of a batch

job may be directed to the printer in building 50

(the default ) , to an RJE printer , or to the

circular file by typing : 'SUBMIT,file .'

'SUBMIT, file ,E.' or 'SUBMIT ,file ,N.'

respectively . The technique that I use is to

direct the output to the circular file , but also

require that it be sent to me via MAILMAN . In

this fashion , I am able to peruse the output and

dayfile without having to get a printed copy

unless I need it . I can print or discard the

output , or I can send it on to another user for

information or advice .

.PROC ,SPIN .

. * RUN SOMETHING IN BACKGROUND

SCRIBE , JOB ,Z. $ G / JOBHEAD /ERI

SUBMIT , JOB , N.

RETURN , JOBHEAD , JOB ,SPIN .

REVERT.SPIN

.DATA ,JOB .

SKIP , DONE .

EXIT .

ENDIF , DONE .

DAYFILE , DAY .

XFER , OUTPUT/RB , OFXB , DAY ,OFXB , JUNK .

MAILMAN , ABOOPLH , I = JUNK .

For more information on this incantation

type , see the NOS manual . For information on

the charges involved , see HELP , RATES .

Happy Computing ...
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MANUALS

We now have a new way for you to get manuals from the Computer Center ; a program called

MANUAL . To use this new program , log on a terminal and type :

MANUAL

You will then be given the following instructions :

TO USE THIS PROGRAM , ENTER :

LIST , [NO . LINES] -- LISTS THE AVAILABLE MANUALS .

DEFAULT IS 20 LINES PER SECTION .

(O=ALL)

HELP -- PRINTS THIS ENTIRE MESSAGE .

ID=<MANUAL ID> , [ NO . COPIES]

OR

ID =< ITEM NO . > , [ NO . COPIES]

ORDERS 1 OR MORE COPIES OF THE

SPECIFIED MANUAL . DEFAULT IS

1 COPY . ( E.G. ID =SPSS, 3)

END -- ENDS THE SECTION OR SESSION .

?

If , at any time , you want to see these instructions again , the HELP option will display it .

The MANUAL program allows you to list the available manuals in sections . The number of lines

per section can be varied with the LIST option .

LIST defaults to 20 lines .

LIST, nn lists nn number of lines

LIST, lists all the available manuals

If , at the end of a section , you enter END , it will stop the listing . If you depress the carriage return ,

the listing will continue with the next section .

(continued next page)
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? LIST

ITEM

NO . MANUAL ID TITLE CHARGE

BIOMEDICAL COMP. PROGRAMS

THE C PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
1

2

3

4

5

6

BMDPP

C PROGRAMMING

COMPACT

FLAPS

FLECS

G- 1

11.50

11.95

1.00

0.00

0.00

1.50

7

8

9

GASPIV

GPSS V/6000

GPSSV

FLAPS USER MANUAL

FLECS USER'S MANUAL

SYSTEM 2000 GENERAL

INFORMATION MANUAL

THE GASP IV USER'S MANUAL

GENERAL INFORMATION MANUAL

GENERAL PURPOSE SIMULATION

SYSTEM V

USER'S MANUAL FOR IDA

10.00

3.75

19.50

10 IDA 12.50

ENTER <CR> TO CONTINUE OR <END> TO STOP

? END

END MANUAL LIST

?

Manuals are ordered with the ID option , using the item number or the manual ID . Multiple copies

can be ordered by entering the number of copies wanted following the item number or manual ID .

The default is one copy .

? ID=FLAPS, ID= 10,3

The manuals you have ordered will be listed at the end of your session for verification . At that

time , you may either confirm the order to be processed as is , or you may cancel the order. If you

cancel the order, you are given an opportunity to place another order.

THE MANUALS ORDERED DURING THIS SESSION :

FLAPS FLAPS USER MANUAL 1

IDA USER'S MANUAL FOR IDA 3

DO YOU WANT THIS ORDER PROCESSED AS LISTED?

? NO

DO YOU WANT TO PLACE ANOTHER ORDER?

? NO

YOUR MANUALS ORDER WILL NOT BE PROCESSED

*** MANUAL FINISHED ***

10



If you confirm the order , the program will tell you where and to whom the manuals will be mailed .

(The cost of the manuals will be charged to the responsibility/cost center of the user number you

are logged in under. They will be mailed to the person responsible for that user number. )

THE MANUALS ORDERED DURING THIS SESSION :

FLAPS FLAPS USER MANUAL 1

IDA USER'S MANUAL FOR IDA 3

DO YOU WANT THIS ORDER PROCESSED AS LISTED?

? YES

THE MANUALS WILL BE MAILED TO

MCCULLOUGH , SUSAN AT 50/454

WITHIN 24 HOURS.

*** MANUAL FINISHED ***

/

If you do not place an order during the session , you will get the following message :

NO MANUALS HAVE BEEN ORDERED

*** MANUAL FINISHED ***

Lower case characters are not accepted as input for this program . However , the program does

allow single character entries for LIST, HELP , END , YES , and NO .

If you have any questions regarding your manual order , contact Georgene Kayfes, ext . BGTE

6870 .

ABSOLUTE LISTER

for Micro Assembler

There is a new tool for users of the

Microprocessor Support Group's Assembler ;

an " absolute" lister. For input , this program will

use the assembler listing and load map . Its

output will be a listing with all address ref

erences in the source , cross reference and

symbol table replaced with their absolute
locations .

The input files , listing and loadmap are

defaulted to ASMLIST and LOADMAP, which

are the default files generated by a TESLA run .

The default absolute listing file is ABSLIST.

This tool has been tested for 6800 and

8080 type processors .

To use this procedure , type :
For more information , call Larry Lindstrom ,

ext . WR- 1905

GET , LSTABS /UN = TESLA

LSTABS , assembler listing file , loadmap , absolute listing file .

11



MPOS

the MPOS input would be :
Linear programming is a successful math

ematical decision aid . It can be applied to

decision problems of the most diverse in

nature : production scheduling , blending

problems, transportation and distribution

problems , inventory control , advertising strat

egies , job assignment , capital budgeting ,

planning on a corporate level , and regionaland

national planning . Linear programming could

even help in the determination of a desirable

diet .

REGULAR

VARIABLESS

X1 TO X6

.025X1 + .32X2 + .37X3 + .82X4 + .58X5 + .73X6

CONSTRAINTS

X1 + x2 + x3 + 3X4 + 4X5 + 6X6.LE.800

3X1 + 5X4.LE.750

2X2 + 5X5.LE.125

3X3 + 6X6 = 950

OPTIMIZE

Or perchance you are faced with the

following problem :

Multi Purpose Optimization System pack

age on the CYBER 175 will gain the user

sufficient insight into the powerful tool of linear

programming by enabling the user to :

1- recognize decision problems that can be

handled by linear programming ; 2- assist in

the initial analysis of the mathematical form

ulation of problems ; and 3- correctly evaluate ,

interpret , and apply the results obtained from

the analysis .

Algorithms available are :

" A furniture manufacturer wishes to deter

mine how many tables , chairs, desks and

bookcases he should make in order to opt

imize the use of his available resources . These

products utilize two different types of lumber;

labeled Type 1 and Type II . He has on hand

1500 board feet of Type I lumber and 1000

board feet of Type Il lumber. He has 800 man

hours available for the total job . His sales

schedule requires him to make at least 15

desks and 10 bookcases. Each table , desk ,

chair and bookcase requires 5 , 9 , 1 & 12 board

feet respectively of Type I lumber, and 3,5 , 2 &

10 board feet respectively of Type II lumber . A

table requires 2 man-hours to make ; a chair, 3 ;

a desk, 4 ; and a bookcase, 5 . The manufacturer

makes a total of $ 12 profit on a table , $ 5 on a

chair, $ 15 on a desk, and $ 10 on a bookcase . It

is desired to maximize total profit ."

REGULAR 2 - phase simplex
REVISED revised simplex

PREVISED packed revised simplex
DUAL dual simplex
MINIT primal- dual algorithm

GENERAL generalized upper bounds
BBMIP branch & bound mixed integer
DSZ11P direct search 0-1 integer programming

GOMORY Gomory's cutting plane
WOLFE Wolfe's quadratic simplex
BEALE Beale's algorithm
LEMKE Lemke's complimentary pivot algorithm

SYMQUAD Van de Panne & Whinston's symmetric

algorithm

This is a rather lengthy problem which can

easily be entered into MPOS as :

MPOS allows the user to specify math

ematical problems in a natural algebraic

format . For example , if I wish to maximize the

equation :

.025x , + .32x2 + .37X3 + .82X4 + .58X5 +.73x6

TITLE

MANUFACTURING OF TABLES ,CHAIRS,DESKS & BOOKCASES
REVISED

VARIABLES

TABLES CHAIRS DESKS BOOKCSS

MAXIMIZE

12TABLES + 5CHAIRS + 15DESKS + 10BOOKCSS

CONSTRAINTS

5TABLES + CHAIRS + 9DESKS + 12BOOKCSS.LE. 1500

3TABLES + 2CHAIRS + 5DESKS + 10BOOKCSS.LE. 1000
2TABLES + 3CHAIRS + 4DESKS + 5BOOKCSS = 800

BOUNDS

DESKS.GE.15

BOOKCSS.GE.10

OPTIMIZE

with the following restrictions

x1 + x2 + 3x4+ 4X5 + 6x85800

3x7 + 5X45750

2x2 + 5x5 125

3x3 +6x8 =950

If MPOS looks like the package you've been

waiting for, or you're just curious , call Carol

Golding , ext . BGTE 5976 .
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(90 )
509 is

S09

COM ING !

IS COMING !!!

Most of you are probably aware that a new
level of software for our beloved CYBER ,

called 509 has been tested on the weekends

for some time now . However, ' tis said in the
inner circles that 509 will be up for good in
December

Mému

Now, just what is this going to do for you , the

user ? Well , folks , there's some good , some not

so good , and some middle of the road effects.

Eventually , we think this is all going to be good ,

or it wouldn't be happening . In any event , for

the near future , this is what 509 will do ....

4 - RJE ( remote printer) banner pages will have

the same format as those from the central

printer in building 50 .

5 - A new CATLIST type command is available .

It is called PFLIST (see article, last month ) and

is more terminal oriented than the old CAT

LIST. Note that CATLIST will be radically

changed on 509 .

Hmmm

1 - The bugs in CCL execution have been fixed .

The errors :
Huh ?

ERROR IN WORK FILE , REVERT TO JOB

and

DUPLICATE FILE NAME

will rarely occur . They would always occur if

you typed STOP in an earlier procedure .

2 - CCL procedure execution from PROCFIL is

now automatic ; i.e. it is not necessary to type

BEGIN or to even have PROCFIL local . Its

behavior is similar to PROCLIB for KCL , but its

internal structure differs in the fact that each

procedure must be separated from the other

by system END -OF -RECORD marks .

1 - FTN5 ( FORTRAN 77 ) is now available .

Unfortunately , most of the neat features

(CHARACTER , Random access files , Internal

READ/WRITE) have little bugs and are not

reliable in all aspects . Most all of the
FORTRAN IV features that are the same work

in FTN5 . Some features and syntax are

different in FTN5 , so it is imperative to consult

the FTN5 manual before attempting its use .

Any bug fixes that come from CDC will be

applied as soon as possible . We have tried

level 518 , but it seems only marginally

improved .

It must be noted that several parameters on
the FTN5 control card differ from those on

FTN , as do some of the defaults . Consult FTN5
manual for details .

3 - Several error messages have been up

graded to be a bit more accurate and obvious .

For example , if you try to GET a direct access

file , you will get a message that says that the

file is direct access , as opposed to the old

message : FILE NOT FOUND , which is a bold

faced lie . Unfortunately , it will not auto

matically attach it . You will still have to do an

ATTACH .

2 - CATLIST is changed radically . All local

mods are gone and the output format has

changed . The use of PFLIST is heartily rec
omended .

(continued next page )
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3 - On file oriented error messages , users will

see an extra phrase : AT 000123. For example :

SPOTLIGHT
on

FILE NOT FOUND AT 000123

Tim Fallon
The octal number is the address of the FET

(an internal table) and is typically of no use .

4 - Type ahead is turned on and off by:

TYPA ,ON

TYPA ,OFF

The NORMAL command will not turn type

ahead off anymore .

5 - ECHO is no longer available in its old form .

There is a procedure called ECHO

UN= LIBRARY which will convert your pro

cedure file to send statements to your terminal

as they are executed .

This month's " person to know " is Tim Fallon ,

Systems Programmer in the Computer

Resource Department.

Tim is the project leader for CRD's much

talked about NETWORK project (see article,

last issue ). He and a couple other fine

gentlemen are making history with their

efforts , but most of that has been covered in

other articles.

OH OH ..

1 - Binaries ( files created by the B= in the FTN

statement) of levels less than 472 will probably

fail . You can tell the level by looking at a

loadmap . These are supposed to fail on the

current system (477) but not all do . Some will

probably continue to work on 509. The only

solution is to recompile any binaries that fail .

Tim has been with Tektronix for only nine

months , coming over to our side from Floating

Point Systems , where he spent the previous

year and a half . For 14 years prior to that , Tim

worked at Lawerence Livermore Labs where

he went after getting his BS in Business and

Industrial Management from San Jose State

University .

2 - Programs that make internal calls to the

SORT/MERGE (SORTMRG) subroutines will

have to be recompiled . Otherwise, they will get

the message :

Tim is a native of California , but he had

some friends up here who were pushing

Oregon , so he came up here to see what all the

fuss was about , then decided he kinda liked it

himself , so here he stayed . Tim now calls

Beaverton his home , where he lives with his

wife , Judy, and their two sons .

SORT - BAD SRTLIB

during execution .

3 - Absolutes ( the output from LINK, CLINK,

NEWLOAD , or CYBER LOADER) will most

likely work, but CDC has managed to change a
few internal file status codes so that the

continued operation of an absolute is not

certain . The best solution is to recompile and

relink any programs that fail .

While Tim is an excellent programmer , that

is not his whole life . He enjoys working on cars
and just tinkering in general . He and his wife

even share a great interest ; singing . Tim says

he spends some time with the Tualatin Valley

Harmony Masters, who meet in Cornelius to

exercise their vocal chords . Tim and the

Harmony Masters think it's a good idea to

" Keep the Whole World Singing!”4- An on-line bug directory will be maintained

under HELP , 509 along with expected fix
times . Tim Fallon ; someone you should know....
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HELP & WAITEUP FILE STATUS

Help and Writeup files changed or added since last issue:

HELP files changed:

PREVUE

VARIAN

CHANGE

SAVE

ASAP

RANGES

RATES

HELP

MAGIC

APPEND *

ATTACH

LOGIN *

LIMITS

SAVE

MTAP

GET

CHARGE

TUTOR

HOURS

USEAREA

PHONES

USERS *

FTF

ASCII

PERT

SIPS

EZGRAPH

MP8002

MPMDL

SPSS

SHORT

REPLACE *

THERMAL

* Indicates HELP files which were rewritten, but have no real changes.

HELP files added: HELP files deleted:

DASHNCOPY

PFLIST

CRASH

PEP

MANUAL

DEC

WRITEUP files added :

UPPERT (available through MANUAL program )

WRITEUP files changed :

MTAP (available as WRITEUP or EIWRUP) Carolyn Schloetel , ext. BGTE 4855

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

The University of Portland has responded

to the need for men and women to have a

working knowledge of computer applications

in business by developing an innovative

Computer Applications Management pro

gram . This programs allows individuals to

develop skills in computer science and

business management .

Students are trained in technical aspects of

computer applications , internal operations of

the computer, several computer languages,

on - the- job application of knowledge ,

accounting and management . It is typically set

up as a four year program ( 131 semester

hours ).

For further information , contact Mary

Bagley , E & T , ext . BGTE 4678 or the Director of

Admissions, University of Portland, 283-7147 .

This program is shared with the math

ematics departments and school of business

administration and engineering . It is aimed at a

Bachelor of Science degree in Computer

Applications Management.
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Computer Science Center

Quarterly Statistics

CYBER 175 System Availability 98.59%

Downtime due to software

Downtime due to hardware

Tek downtime

Unresolved failure

Interruptions due to frontend

19 %

.94%

.03%

.01 %

.25%

MTBF 49.76 Hours

CYBER 73 System Availability 99.60%

Downtime due to software

Downtime due to hardware

Tek downtme

Unresolved failure

Interruptions due to frontend

.03%

.13%

%

%

.24%

MTBF 653.97 Hours

Frontend Availability 99.77%

Downtime due to software

Downtime due to hardware

Tek downtime

Unresolved failure

.10%

.04%

%

.08%

Bob Mainero , ext . BGTE-5357 MTBF 68.03 Hours

The deadline for articles to be submitted for publication in the next issue of CSC INTERFACE is

tentatively set for January 19 , 1981. Thank you .
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To submit an article, contact Rich , ext . B 4945 .
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